In the Kuramoto model of globally coupled phase oscillators with different frequencies, the oscillators separate into two groups: an ordered one locked to the mean field and a disordered one. We show that this picture, derived in the thermodynamic limit of large populations, is not exact for finite ensembles, where the mean field fluctuates. We demonstrate that these fluctuations lead to cross-correlations in the disordered group. The theory, based on the approximation of the mean field fluctuations by white noise, agrees well with our observations for finite ensembles.
In the Kuramoto model of globally coupled phase oscillators with different frequencies, the oscillators separate into two groups: an ordered one locked to the mean field and a disordered one. We show that this picture, derived in the thermodynamic limit of large populations, is not exact for finite ensembles, where the mean field fluctuates. We demonstrate that these fluctuations lead to cross-correlations in the disordered group. The theory, based on the approximation of the mean field fluctuations by white noise, agrees well with our observations for finite ensembles.
Synchronization -the mutual adjustment of frequencies among weakly coupled self-sustained oscillators -is a prominent example of the emergence of order in out-ofequilibrium systems in physics, engineering, biology, and other fields [1] [2] [3] . In large ensembles, it appears as a nonequilibrium phase transition, where the organizing action of sufficiently strong mutual coupling wins over the disorganizing action of diversity in natural frequencies. The paradigmatic model created by Kuramoto [1, 4] is fully solvable in the thermodynamic limit [1, 5] . The characteristic feature of the Kuramoto-type synchronization transition is the coexistence of two subgroups of oscillators in the partially synchronized state: the units in the ordered group are locked by the mean field and coherently contribute to it, while the disordered units are not locked and incoherent. With increasing coupling strength, the former group grows, as more and more oscillators are locked by the increasing mean field.
The qualitative features, established in the thermodynamic limit, roughly remain valid for finite ensembles. Here, similar to finite-size effects in equilibrium phase transitions, the order parameter (macroscopic mean field) fluctuates with an amplitude that depends on the ensemble size in a nontrivial way [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These fluctuations are most pronounced close to the criticality; they can be attributed to weak chaoticity of finite populations [11, 12] .
The goal of this letter is to show that the finite-size fluctuations of the mean field have an additional effect on the population. Quite counter-intuitive, this is an ordering effect: the disordered oscillators become correlated, while in the thermodynamic limit correlations disappear. The correlations we describe are thus finite-size induced, similar to other organizing macroscopic manifestations of finite-size fluctuations like phase transitions [13, 14] and stochastic resonance [15] . In fact, this ordering action of finite-size fluctuations can be explained by the effect of synchronization by common noise, known for identical and nonidentical oscillators, coupled or uncoupled [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Below, we fist consider an ideal setup where the mean field in the Kuramoto model of globally coupled oscillators has, in addition to a constant value, a fluctuating part in form of white noise. Here the appearing crosscorrelations in the population can be described analytically. Then, we demonstrate and quantify the effect for finite populations, with natural fluctuations of the mean field. Thermodynamic limit: Our first goal is to quantify ordered and disordered states in the Kuramoto model of mean-field coupled oscillators in the thermodynamic limit. Oscillators are described by their phases ϕ k , and are coupled via the complex mean field
Here Ω k are natural frequencies distributed according to a unimodal density g(Ω). The theory of synchronization, developed by Kuramoto [1] for the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, predicts the existence of a critical value of the coupling constant ε, beyond which the macroscopic mean field and the frequency of the global phase assume constant values, R > 0 and Ω :=Φ, respectively. Oscillators with |Ω k − Ω| < εR are locked by the mean field and constitute the "ordered" part of the population. Oscillators at the tails of the distribution with |Ω k − Ω| > εR constitute the "disordered" part. They are not entrained by the mean field and rotate with different frequencies.
To quantify order and disorder in the system, one has to calculate the pairwise correlations between the oscillators. First, one performs a shift to the mean field reference frameφ := ϕ−Φ. In the ordered part, the oscillators have constant phasesφ and are thus perfectly correlated. To calculate correlations in the disordered part, the phasesφ cannot be used directly, because their probability distribution on the circle is not uniform: it is proportional to P (φ|Ω) ∼ |Ω−Ω−εR sinφ| −1 , i.e., is a wrapped Cauchy distribution. This distribution is fully characterized by the first harmonics z = e iφ = iq(1 − 1 − q −2 ), where q = (Ω−Ω)/(εR) and · is the average overφ with distribution P (φ|Ω). The phasesφ can be transformed to uniformly distributed phase variables ψ by virtue of a Möbius transform [20] 
(2)
Straightforward calculations show thatψ k = ν k = (Ω k − Ω) 1 − q −2 1/2 , where by ν k we denote the observed frequency of the oscillator. Because the phase variables ψ k rotate uniformly, we can straightforwardly apply the synchronization index -a measure for the cross-correlation of two phases [21] -as
For two oscillators, uniformly rotating with different frequencies ν 1 and ν 2 this yields zero, thus the pairwise correlation vanishes exactly in the disordered domain, independently of how close the parameters of the oscillators are.
Fluctuating mean field approximation: Our next goal is to show that correlations appear if the mean field fluctuates. We consider a simple modification of the Kuramoto model (1), by assuming that the mean field contains noisy components:
. In this setup, noise is not intrinsic, but externally added to the dynamics via the mean field. We assume noise to be weak, so that it does not significantly change the individual statistical properties of oscillators (the distribution remains a wrapped Cauchy distribution), but we will see that it induces cross-correlations. Performing the same transformation to the uniformly rotating phase variables ψ k as above, we obtain for the angle variables ψ k a set of Langevin equations with common noise terms η 1 , η 2 :
is the observed frequency as above; and a k = ε 2 Rσ/ν k , b k = εσ(Ω k − Ω)/ν k , and c = εσ are the effective noise intensities. For two oscillators with close frequencies ν 1 = ν + ρ/2 and ν 2 = ν − ρ/2, we assume a 1 ≈ a 2 = a and b 1 ≈ b 2 = b to now calculate the correlation function (3) . To this end we write, starting from (4), Langevin equations for the difference α = ψ 1 − ψ 2 and the sum β = ψ 1 + ψ 2 of the phase variables:
This system yields a Fokker-Plank equation for the density W (α, β, t), which, by virtue of averaging over the fast rotating variable β with the method of multiple scales [22] , reduces to the following equation for the density of the phase difference w(α, t):
Only the sum
The stationary solution of this equation can be straightforwardly written as an integral; calculation of the correlation γ = e iα = | π −π w(α) exp(iα) dα| reduces to a nontrivial integration, which, however, can be expressed explicitly:
where ci and si are the cosine and sine integral functions, and the ratio of the frequency mismatch and the noise intensity d = ρ/σ 2 is the only parameter. This crosscorrelation function (see Fig. 3 ) tends to 1 for d ≪ 1 and decays as γ ∼ 1/d as d ≫ 1. Thus, our main analytical result (5) shows, that noise in the mean field induces cross-correlations in the disordered domain, with a characteristic correlation length proportional to the noise intensity ρ ∼ σ 2 .
The physical explanation of this correlation is in the stabilizing effect of the common noise: its action on an oscillator leads to a negative Lyapunov exponent, which results in complete synchronization of identical oscillators [16, 17] . For nonidentical oscillators, the difference in the natural frequencies prevents complete synchrony, but the phases are most of the time kept close to each other by noise, with seldom fast phase slips [23] which account for the frequency difference.
Finite-size induced mean field fluctuations: Above we have shown the appearance of micro-scale correlations inside the disordered domain of the Kuramoto model, due to noise in the mean field, in the thermodynamic limit -here noise was external and not intrinsic. The natural question arises if such micro-scale correlations can be caused by intrinsic finite-size fluctuations in finite ensembles. Simple estimations show that then correlations are insignificantly small. Indeed, for an ensemble of size N , the characteristic frequency mismatch between the oscillators is ρ ∼ N −1 . If noise intensity also scales as σ 2 ∼ N −1 (as it is known from Kuramoto ensembles), the typical value of parameter ρ/σ 2 exceeds the value below which cross-correlations are significant.
The situation, however, changes if one decouples the fluctuation level from the range of frequency differences. We introduce a modification of the Kuramoto model, where the oscillators are of two types: active ones φ k , with natural frequencies Ω A k , and passive ones (tracers) ϕ with natural frequencies Ω. The oscillators of both types obey the same equation (1) . However, only the active oscillators contribute to the mean field: Z = R exp[iΦ] = 
Here N is the number of active oscillators, while the number of passive ones can be arbitrary (and they can have any distribution of frequencies). One can say that passive oscillator "test" the mean field, created by active oscillators only, at different frequencies -also at those not presented in the active set. Similar testing oscillators have been used in [24] to determine the frequency of chaotic signals via locking. Equivalently, the system of active-passive oscillators can be considered as a large networkφ k = ω k + ε/N j K kj sin(ϕ j − ϕ k ), where K kj = 1 if the phase ϕ j belongs to the active set, and K kj = 0 otherwise. Experimentally, such a coupling can be straightforwardly implemented in a set of 2816 optically coupled periodic chemical Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactors [25] .
Similar setups are often used in systems with longrange interactions, e.g., restricted N -body problems in gravitational systems. Here heavy bodies (planets, stars, galaxies) contribute to the gravitational field in which they move, while other, lighter particles move in the same field, but their contribution to the field is neglected.
In a more general context of interdisciplinary applications to complex system, the division into active and passive agents occurs by itself in macro-social opinion formation processes. In social media, a few forward thinkers lead the public discourse by writing texts and comments, while the opinions of a large number of passive users (followers) remain hidden: they just follow the discussion without contributing to it.
As we will show below, with tracers, one easily detects the micro-scale correlations, but they demonstrate also other interesting features. First, we give a qualitative picture of the correlations. Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of phases for a population of 50 active particles (their frequencies are sampled from a Gaussian distribution), together with a set of 5 · 10 4 tracers. Micro-correlations become evident if one zooms in to small scales, from panel a) to panel c). Panel c) shows the characteristic correlated state profile of the phases, consisting of ruptured nearly horizontal bars. A bar is formed due to the action of the fluctuations of the mean field, which synchronize passive oscillators with close frequencies. Ruptures appear when oscillators with higher frequencies make an additional rotation (a phase slip) with respect to oscillators with smaller (but similar) frequencies. In Fig. 1c ) one can clearly see a fresh phase slip around Ω ≈ 1.7145, an older less pronounced phase slip around Ω ≈ 1.717, and several old phase slips that have almost disappeared. The phase slips become less visible in the course of time because of the stabilizing effect reflected in a negative Lyapunov exponent as outlined above.
The micro-correlated structures like Fig. 1c ) are observed in all disordered domains visible in the global picture Fig. 1a ), but additionally macroscopic regular regions are seen in Fig. 1a ), close to the active oscillators not entrained by the mean field (with Ω k 1.0). Here the tracers are synchronized to the active units (like satellites are trapped by the planet's gravitational field). The reason is that in fact the variations of the mean field are not completely random, but contain strong nearly periodic components from the non-entrained active oscillators. These components suffice, at least for small ensembles, to fully entrain tracers with natural frequencies similar to one of the active oscillators. Now we quantify the correlations illustrated in Fig. 1 . We calculate the correlation coefficient γ(Ω, ∆) for two tracers with natural frequencies Ω − ∆/2, Ω + ∆/2 according to (3) . To this end, we need to perform the Möbius transformation (2) to get uniformly distributed phase variables ψ. First, we calculate the time dependent difference between the tracer phases and the active mean field phaseφ(t) = ϕ(t) − Φ(t). We average these phases over time, z = exp[iφ] , which gives the empirical value of the parameter characterizing the wrapped Cauchy distribution ofφ. Then, the Möbius transform (2) is applied. To check that we indeed obtained the uniformly distributed phase variable ψ, we calculate the first harmonics z ψ = exp[iψ] and compare it to z in Fig. 2(a) : one can see that indeed the transformation yields a uniformly distributed phase variable (beyond the central cluster locked to the active mean field).
In Fig. 2(b) we show the observed frequencies of the tracers and the active oscillators. One can clearly see synchronized neighborhoods of active units as plateaus in this graph. Outside the plateaus, the tracers are not locked and their observed frequency varies continuously with their natural one. In these domains, one observes microscale correlations as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) . Here we show values of the correlation coefficient γ(Ω, ∆) for several values of frequency mismatch ∆: correlation is nearly perfect for ∆ 10 −5 , while for ∆ 0.01 the values of the coefficient do not exceed 0.2. Finally, we check in Fig. 3 the theoretically predicted scaling relation (5) . As a measure of the effective noise intensity we use the variance of the mean field fluctuations around the average value S = (R − R) 2 . This quantity decreases with the system size of the active ensemble, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 . The scaling relation γ = γ(∆/S) coincides very well between different sizes of the active ensemble as well as with our analytical model.
Conclusion: In summary, we have shown that fluctuations of the mean field in the Kuramoto model, both externally imposed and natural finite-size induced, lead to cross-correlations in the disordered part of the population of oscillators. These correlations result from the competition between synchronization by common noise and desynchronization due to parameter differences. The effect is expected to be most pronounced in situations where finite-size fluctuations are anomalously large (populations with equidistant natural frequencies at subcritical coupling appear, as our preliminary calculations show, to belong to this class).
We expect that this phenomenon is not restricted to mean-field coupling, and can be observed in other large systems where synchronized and disordered subpopulations coexist. A prominent example here is a chimera state in a one-or two-dimensional oscillatory medium with long-range interactions [26] . Indeed, chimera states are defined as the coexistence of coherent and non-coherent domains among identical oscillators, and finite-size fluctuations [27] may lead to cross-
